g. Enjoyment of [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . m. Table  manners and self-control -31. . o. . q. The lasting treasure of a good name-41.11-13. r. The right and wrong kinds of shame-41.14-42.8. II. Praise of the Ancestors (44. 1-50.21 ): ''Now will I praise those godly people, our ancestors'' (44.1). III. From this outline one can see that Ben Sira discusses virtually every significant topic regarding religious and secular wisdom as well as the behavior expected of the faithful Jew. Some of the sage's observations and aphorisms may appear to today's reader as utterly pragmatic or self-serving rather than as spiritually enlightening:
Moderate eating ensures sound slumber and a clear mind next day on rising. The distress of sleeplessness and of nausea and colic are with the glutton! If you have eaten too much, get up to vomit and you will have relief. But Ben Sira's statements are in keeping with what we read in other Wisdom authors. And for him this advice is practical wisdom both for the glutton and for the one who unintentionally eats too much. For other examples of such advice see Sir 9. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] History of the Text. For centuries, the original Hebrew text of Ben Sira had been lost. Knowledge of the book came chiefly from two ancient versions translated directly from the Hebrew: the Greek (or the SEPTUAGINT) and the Syriac PESHITTA from which all other versions were made. Then, from 1896 to 1900 and again in 1931, 1958, and 1960, portions (1824), acquired a wide knowledge of the arts, and engaged in theological and linguistic researches. He published, in 1827, an exposition of a Syrian version of the Old Testament, Horae Syriacae, which won him an international reputation as an Oriental scholar and an appointment as professor in Oriental languages in the Roman University.
Catholic Revival. In 1828 Wiseman was named rector of the English College, Rome, a post in which he was called upon to act as the Roman representative of the English bishops. The arrival of George Spencer, a recent convert, as a student at the English College brought the OXFORD MOVEMENT to Wiseman's attention and led him to believe that a Catholic revival in England was imminent. This belief was strengthened when John Henry NEWMAN, still an Anglican, and Richard Hurrell FROUDE visited him (1832). Wiseman abandoned academic pursuits to encourage this revival, although he was able to deliver an influential course of lectures on The Connection between Science and Revealed Religion (1835 English Protestants bitterly resented his new title, and the British press denounced the restored hierarchy as ''the papal aggression.'' Wiseman's publication of a jubilant but tactlessly phrased pastoral letter, From out of the Flaminian Gate (October 7), excited the public to further demonstrations on Guy Fawkes's Day, during which pope and cardinal were burned in effigy. The cardinal helped to calm fears by his published defense of the hierarchy, Appeal to the Reason and Good Feeling of the English People, but Protestants remained suspicious, as priests and laymen belonging to old Catholic families continued to assail Wiseman in signed and anonymous attacks. Wiseman was accused, not without foundation,
